Labeling and Sorting of Arabidopsis SAM Cell Populations to Capture Their Transcriptome Profile.
In higher plants, the cells that form aboveground tissues and organs are derived from the shoot apical meristem (SAM). SAM is dynamic in nature and divided into central zone (CZ), peripheral zone (PZ), and rib meristem (RM). Stem cells reside in the CZ, and their progenitors differentiate to form lateral organs in PZ and stem tissue in RM. Besides zones, the SAM is also divided into distinct clonal cell layers that show patterned cell division. Here, we describe methods to tag and isolate cell types from both cell layers and zones of SAM in high purity using cell sorter. This method enable plant biologist in rapid isolation of desired cell types from SAM to record their transcriptome, epigenome, proteome, and metabolome. The information generated by this approach will elucidate the mechanism of stem cell self-renewal, differentiation, and organogenesis in SAM.